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 On the Problem of Dimension Versus Size for Lattices
 A TTILA S ALI
 In this paper we reduce the intriguing conjecture dim( L )  5  o ( u L u ) for lattices to an extremal
 set-theoretical conjecture showing a possible way of solving it . Furthermore , the latter
 conjecture is interesting for its own sake , too .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 The order dimension of lattices has become a favourite research area in the recent
 years ; see , for example , [3] . In the present note we shall deal with the the problem of
 how small a lattice of order dimension  d  can be . For general posets we have
 Hiraguchi’s inequality [5]  u P u  >  2  dim( P ) if  u P u  >  4 ,  which is sharp , but the poset
 attaining the equality is very far from being a lattice . Let  l ( d ) be the minimum size of a
 lattice of dimension  d . Sands conjectured that  l ( d )  >  2 d , but this turned out to be false
 [4] . Instead , Fu ¨  redi and Kahn [3] proposed the following conjecture .
 C ONJECTURE A .  l ( d )  >  cd  2 for some constant  c .
 However , in view of the existing results , the above conjecture is still brave , because
 we do not even know whether the following is true .
 C ONJECTURE B .
 lim
 d 5 `
 d
 l ( d )
 5  0 .
 The aim of this paper is to show a possible way of solving Conjecture B by reducing
 it to an extremal set-theoretical one , which is interesting for its own sake . The main
 tool is a Reduction Theorem , which can be used in many cases to obtain lower bounds
 for the sizes of special lattices .
 In the following , every poset and lattice is supposed to be finite . We use the notation
 of [7] . For the sake of compactness , we leave out the basic definitions and theorems
 included in [7] .
 2 .  O RDER - THEORETICAL R ESULTS
 Let  L  be a lattice . Let us denote by  P ( L ) the set of all (meet or join) irreducible
 elements of  L .  Then , by a theorem of Kelly [6] , we have that dim( L )  5  dim( P ( L )) .
 Furthermore , let  É  be a mapping from the subsets of a poset  P  to the subsets of  P
 defined by
 É  ( A )  5  "
 A Ô ( x ]
 ( x ]  for  every  A  Ô  P ,
 where ( x ]  5  h x  P  P :  y  <  x j .
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 P ROPOSITION 2 . 1 [9] .  Let P and  É  be as abo y  e and let L  5  h A  Ô  P :  É  ( A )  5  A j . Clearly ,
 L is a poset ordered by the inclusion . Then this poset is a lattice .
 The above-defined  L  is called the  normal completion  of  P  and is denoted by NC( P ) .
 Note that the mapping  x  S  ( x ] is an order-preserving bijection of  P  into NC( P ) .
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 2 [1 ,  10] .
 L  .  NC( P ( L )) .
 We need one more definition and a theorem in order to be able to prove the
 Reduction Theorem
 D EFINITION 2 . 3 [2] .  Let  P  be a poset . The height one poset  K ( P ) is defined as
 follows . Its underlying set is the  P  3  h 0 ,  1 j  direct product .  P  3  h 0 j  is the set of minimal
 elements , and  P  3  h 1 j  is that of the maximals . The order is defined by
 ( x ,  0)  ,  (  y ,  1)  in  K ( P )  ï  x  <  y  in  P .
 K ( P ) is called the  split  of  P .
 T HEOREM 2 . 4 [8] .  For a poset P ,
 dim( P )  <  dim( K ( P ))  <  dim( P )  1  1 .
 Now we can formulate the main result of this section .
 T HEOREM 2 . 5 (Reduction Theorem) .  Let L be a lattice . Then there exists a lattice H
 with the following three properties :
 ( i )  dim( L )  <  dim( H )  <  dim( L )  1  1 ;
 ( ii )  P ( H )  is of height  1 ;
 ( iii )  u L u  <  u H u  <  2  u L u  1  1 .
 P ROOF .  Let  H  be defined as follows :
 H  5  NC( K ( P ( L ))) .
 We claim that  H  satisfies (i) – (iii) . First note that  P ( H )  5  K ( P ( L )) ,  which implies that
 (ii) holds . (i) follows from Kelly’s theorem and Kimble’s theorem . In order to prove
 (iii) , we have to analyse the normal completion construction . According to Proposition
 2 . 2 ,  L  .  NC( P ( L )) and  H  .  NC( P ( H )) ; that is , we can identify elements of  L  with
 É  -closed subsets of  P ( L ) and , similarly , elements of  H  with  É  -closed subsets of
 K ( P ( L )) .  Let us denote the set of minimal elements of  K ( P ( L )) by  A  and the set of
 maximal elements of it by  B .  Let  f  be a mapping from the  É  -closed subsets of  P ( L ) to
 those of  K ( P ( L )) defined as follows . Let  S  be a  É  -closed subset of  P ( L ) :
 f  ( S )  5 5  (( x ,  1)] K ( P ( L ))
 S  3  h 0 j  5  (( x 1  ,  1)]  >  (( x 2  ,  1)]  >  ?  ?  ?  >  ( x j  ,  1)]
 if  S  5  ( x ]  for  some  x  P  P ( L ) ,
 if  S  5  P ( L ) ,
 if  S  5  ( x 1 ]  >  ?  ?  ?  >  ( x j ]  and  j  >  2 .
 It is easy to check that  f  is an injection , which implies that  u L u  <  u H u .  In order to prove
 the right-hand side of (iii) , let us first assume that  P ( L ) has more than one maximal
 element . Let  T  be a  É  -closed subset of  K ( P ( L )) .  If  T  >  B  ?  [ ,  then  T  5  K ( P ( L )) or
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 T  5  (( x ,  1)] for some  x  P  P ( L ) .  In both cases  f 2 1 ( T  ) exists . Now consider the case
 T  >  B  5  [ .  If  u T  u  .  1 ,  then  T  5  S  3  h 0 j  for some  É  -closed subset  S  of  P ( L ) and ,
 consequently ,  f 2 1 ( T  ) exists . Thus ,  f 2 1 ( T  ) exists unless  u T  u  5  1 .  This implies that
 u H u  <  u L u  1  u A u  1  u P ( L ) u  <  2  u L u .
 If  P ( L ) has a unique maximal element  x , then  K ( P ( L )) and (( x ,  1)] have the same
 f  inverse . Thus ,  u H u  <  u L u  1  u A u  5  u L u  1  u P ( L ) u  1  1  <  2  u L u  1  1 .  Note that equality holds
 only if  L  5  P ( L ) .  h
 We need a removal theorem , too .
 T HEOREM 2 . 6 .  Let P be a poset and let M be a subset of the set of maximal elements
 of P . Let Q be the subposet of P defined by Q  5  h x  P  P :  ' m  P  M ,  x  <  m j . Then
 dim( P )  <  dim( Q )  1  dim( P  \ M ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  L 1  ,  L 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  L n  be linear extensions realizing  P  \ M ,  and let
 E 1  ,  E 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  E r  be realizing  Q .  Then the following partial linear extensions realize  P :
 L 2  ,  L 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  L n  ,  E 2  ,  E 3  ,  .  .  .  ,  E r  ,
 R 1  5  L 1  %  E 1 ( M ) ,  R 2  5  E 1 ( Q )  %  L 1 ( P  \ Q ) .  h
 3 .  T HE C ONJECTURE
 In this section we reduce Conjecture B to an extremal set-theoretical one .
 D EFINITION 3 . 1 .  Let  ^  5  h F 1  ,  F 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  F t j  be a system of finite sets . We call  ^
 t - configuration  if there exist sets  A i  and  B i  (1  <  i  <  t ) such that
 F i  5  A i  <  B i  ,  A 1  Ô  A 2  Ô  ?  ?  ?  Ô  A t  ,
 B i  >  B j  5  [  if  1  <  i  ,  j  <  t ,  A i  >  B j  5  [  if  1  <  i  <  j  <  t .
 C ONJECTURE 3 . 2 .  For every  M  .  0 there exists a function  f M :  N  5  N  such that
 f M ( n )  5  `   if  n  5  `   and every system of finite sets  &  5  h G 1  ,  G 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  G n j  satisfying
 u & > u  <  Mn ,  where  & >  5  h " i P I  G i :  I  Ô  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n jj  contains an  f M ( n )-configuration .
 Note that we may assume , without loss of generality , that  f M  is non-decreasing and
 f M (1)  5  f M (2)  5  f M (3)  5  1 .
 T HEOREM 3 . 3 .  Suppose that Conjecture  3 . 2  holds and let L be a d - dimensional lattice
 such that  P ( L )  is of height one . Let M  .  0  be arbitrarily fixed . Then
 u L u  >  min S Md ,  O
 i ; d  mod 3
 i < d
 f M ( i ) D .
 P ROOF .  We apply induction on  d . For  d  5  1 , 2 , 3 the statement is trivial . Now let
 d  .  3 ,  dim( L )  5  d ,  P ( L ) be of height one and suppose that  u L u  ,  Md .  Furthermore ,
 suppose that  u L u  is minimal subject to these conditions .
 By [7] ,  P ( L ) must have a least  d  maximal elements ; let us say that  h m 1  ,  m 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  m n j
 ( n  >  d )  are those . Let us denote by D( m i )  5  h x  P  P ( L ) :  x  ,  m i j  the  down - set  of  m i  .
 Because the height of  P ( L ) is one , we have that  u L u  >  u $ > u ,  where  $  5  h D( m i ) :  i  5
 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j .  Applying Conjecture 3 . 2 to  $ , we obtain that there are  i 1  ,  i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  i t
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 ( t  >  f M ( d )) such that  h D( m i 1 ) ,  D( m i 2 ) ,  .  .  .  ,  D( m i t ) j  is a  t -configuration . Now , we apply
 Theorem 2 . 6 with the choice  P  5  P ( L ) and  M  5  h m i 1  ,  m i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  m i t j . It is easy to see that
 the following three partial linear extensions of the resulting poset  Q  realize it , so  Q  has
 dimension at most three . Suppose that D( m i j ) corresponds to  F j  of the definition of a
 t -configuration . Let ( A i ) denote an arbitrary linear extension of  A i  ,  let ( A i ) d  be its dual
 and let similar notation be used for the  B i ’s . Now , the extensions are as follows :
 ( A 1 )  %  ( B 1 )  %  h m 1 j  %  ( A 2 \ A 1 )  %  ( B 2 )  %  h m 2 j  %  ?  ?  ?  %  ( A n  \ A n 2 1 )  %  ( B n )  %  h m n j ,
 ( A n )  %  ( B n )  %  h m n j  %  ( B n 2 1 )  %  h m n 2 1 j  %  ?  ?  ?  %  ( B 1 )  %  h m 1 j ,
 ( B 1 )
 d  %  ( B 2 )
 d  %  ?  ?  ?  %  ( B n )
 d  %  ( A n )
 d  %  h m 1 j  %  ?  ?  ?  %  h m n j .
 Thus , dim( P ( L ) \ M )  >  dim( P ( l ))  2  3 .  Let  L 9 be the lattice satisfying  P ( L 9 )  5  P ( L ) \ M .
 We have that  u L 9 u  1  f M ( d )  <  u L u  and  d  2  3  <  dim( L 9 )  <  d  2  1 .  Let dim( L 9 )  5  d 9 . Hence ,
 we can apply the induction hypothesis to  L 9 :
 u L 9 u  >  min S Md 9 ,  O
 i ; d 9  mod 3
 i < d 9
 f M ( i ) D .
 By the monotonicity of  f M  ,  one can easily check that this implies
 u L u  >  f M ( d )  1  min S M ( d  2  3) ,  O
 i ; d 2 3  mod 3
 i < d 9
 f M ( i ) D .
 If  f M ( d )  >  3 M ,  then the above inequality immediately implies
 u L u  >  min S Md ,  O
 i ; d  mod 3
 i < d
 f M ( i ) D .
 If  f M ( d )  ,  3 M ,  then by the monotonicity of  f M ( n ) we obtain that
 min S Md ,  O
 i ; d  mod 3
 i < d
 f M ( i ) D  5  O
 i ; d  mod 3
 i < d
 f M ( i ) .
 The same holds for the induction hypothesis , so we obtain the same conclusion as before .
 h
 Applying the above theorem and the Reduction Theorem we obtain that if
 Conjecture 3 . 2 is true , then dim( L )  5  o ( u L u ) for lattices .
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